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Abstract—Navigational facilities of the available e-document readers do not offer enough support for non-stereotype navigation. The present investigation aims to develop a framework for intelligent navigation of scanned documents through retrieval of within-document entities of desired types, e.g., drawings, equations, tables, etc. The framework has been implemented as a fully functional web service by integrating four modules, namely, e-book archive, coordinate extractor, database and Graphical User Interface. This navigation framework has also been implemented as a standalone application intended for personal computers and e-book readers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Typical weakness of the present day electronic document readers is their lack of flexibility in furnishing the navigation facilities. They are particularly limited to maneuvering with respect to page, chapter, index or embedded tags from the present position. Surprisingly, the framework of all the available document readers strongly suggests a serious deficiency in considering the need of intelligent and more human-like navigation of electronic documents. For example, an avid reader may be interested in viewing only those pages of an e-book which have colourful photographs, while others may be interested only in those pages containing tables or equations or graphs. Evidently, there is pressing need to incorporate intelligent navigation facilities which will address such non-stereotype navigational needs of the reader.

Digitized documents may be classified as electronic documents and scanned documents. Electronic documents are created using electronic input devices and the entire document is produced in a digital environment from scratch. They are indexed and tagged in structured vectorized formats. Consequently, identification and retrieval of document components such as, texts, diagrams, tables, equations etc. from structured documents like PDF and Post Script format are well known practices.

On the other hand, a large number of digitized documents are widely accessible as scanned image versions of their original hard copies, in which each page of the documents are converted into digitized image formats. These scanned documents are not structured and hence identification, extraction and retrieval of different document components require specialized approaches. In the last two decades, numerous research endeavours [1]–[5] have been directed towards developing methodologies for solving the above mentioned problem and have been met with fair amount of success. However, construction of an intelligent navigation framework by utilizing the already developed methodologies is yet to be formulated. The present investigation envisages development of a framework for intelligent navigation of digital documents with an aim to retrieval of desired entities (e.g., text paragraphs, drawings, figures, photographs, tables, references, etc.) from within the scanned documents through a graphical interface.

II. RELATED WORK

Various image processing methodologies have been formulated over the years for identifying different components of a scanned digitized document. Researchers have thrived on the identification, extraction [1] and retrieval [2] of different document components using document image analysis. Being a relatively exigent task, component extraction from complex background is recently encouraging various kind of approaches to deal with this problem. Chen [3] has proposed a knowledge-based approach for extraction and identification of text-lines from complex real-life background. Whereas, Sun et. al. [4] have insinuated a method using wavelet transform and support vector machines to contend with the same problem. Tong et. al. [5] have employed state-of-the-art edge detection and line identification algorithms to ascertain transmission lines in natural complex background. The background work discussed so far has been only used in certain modules of our proposed framework. However, no work on developing a framework such as the present one has been proposed yet.

III. ADOPTED FRAMEWORK AND IMPLEMENTATION

The framework has been implemented as a web service. Users of the web service are allowed to login, browse different e-books in the e-book archive, and navigate through the contents of an e-book of their choice using the navigation options incorporated in the system.

Primarily our web service has four different interacting modules which work as a single functional unit (see Fig. 1). The first module constitutes of the E-book Archive. It can be conceptualized as a Digital Library having only scanned
PDF documents. PDF has been chosen only because of its abundant availability with respect to other e-book formats.

The second module, the Component Identifier and Coordinate Extractor, is purely a program code which takes as an input any e-book in its PDF, converts each of its pages into corresponding image format (JPEG), implements different image processing techniques to identify different components of an image (e.g., text paragraphs, equations, tables, line graphics, photographs, headers, footers, etc.) and finally extracts the coordinate information of respective components and stores them into corresponding database tables.

The third module in our web service is the database which stores the coordinate information for each component of each document of the archive as identified in the second module.

The web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) module allows an interactive session with the user, wherein, depending on the user’s choice, an e-book can be navigated component-wise. The web-service has been implemented using JSP which interacts with the MySQL DBMS and loads the e-book pages from the e-book archive and navigates only to those pages containing the component of interest bounded in a red box. We have used state-of-the-art methods to segment each page of the e-books into different components and saved the coordinate information (i.e. left-top point coordinate of the bounding box and its height and width) into tables of a MySQL database. Fig. 2 shows a typical screen shot of the GUI of the implemented framework. The screen shot of the implemented framework shows that after choosing a specific e-book to navigate, the user can select any one of the component types from the right-hand side drop down menu and navigate through the e-book, viewing only the pages having that particular component. The user can use the next, previous, first and last buttons provided on the left hand side to browse through particular components. This navigation framework has also been implemented as a standalone application, specially designed for desktops, laptops, e-book readers etc. In its standalone version, the framework works on a single e-book as selected by a user. The user interface part of the application has been implemented using Java and with the help of embedded helper applications; the latter one accomplishes the component identification and coordinate extraction.

IV. CONCLUSION

The intelligent navigation framework has been developed with the sole intention of assisting the reader with the navigation tools which will give an experience of flexibility of document reading. The adapted framework, if integrated with the existing ones, may serve as a universal e-document reader with intelligent navigation. This framework may also be conceived and implemented as a cloud application for internet users.
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